The Bulletin
The Hong K0ng General Chamber of Com·merce

.
**... an Amer1can

declaration
of
•
economic war
on all of our
trading partners.**
Henry Ford II - see page 5

PS: In case Mr. Ford doesn't appeal to you,
the funnies thi's "year are on pages 14
and 15

Merry Christmas!
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The IBM
Copier II
is a high throughput
speed machine...
1 copy from 1 orig_inal ... '6 sec

0

1 copy each from
2 different originals, .. 8.4 sec

0

1 copy each· from
3 different originals.,. 10.8 sec
1 copy each from
4 different originals ... n:2.sec
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T�e IBM Copier
a plain paper copying
ach1ne, features an advanced document feed·
which solves the problem of processing different
original documents quickly.
The first copy is delivered in six seconds
subsequent copies of the same or different
originals are produced every 2.4 seconds.
The Copier combines fast throughput

11

with consistent high-quality reproduction for
such formerly hard-to-copy items as bound
volu�es, haH-tones, colours, low-contrast images,
_
oversized originals and three dimensional objects. �
With the document cover up, the Copier
will accommodate.virtually all documents
regardless of thickness or linear dimensions._
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I'm interested in learning more information on the
new copier, the IBM
. Copier II , please
D send me a catalogue
D send me a representative

Name _____ Pos1t1on
Company ________
Address, ____ ____

--------------------______ Tel. ___

IBM

WORLD TRADE CORPORATION
1st Floor, New Henry Ho1Jse
Tel. 5-246141-8
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The Hartke Burke Issue

THINKINCi OF
YOUR STAFF?

' T would be catastrophic for Europe and the world as well as the United
I
States. It would amount to an American declaration of economic war
on all of our trading partners. It would destroy the whole fabric of interna
tional trade and investment. It would eliminate the multi-national corporation
as an effective contributor to economic growth in the developing nations as
1 as in the developed nations.'
�trong words. They are not The its provisions are bound up with
Bulletin's. They come from no less domestic issues such as tax reform,
than Henry Ford ·Ill, world wide boss which are difficult for the non-Ameri
of the Ford Motor Company. And can to understand. It is not our
the subject Mr. Ford was referring to? intention to try to summarise the Bill,
The Hartke/Burke Bill.
provision by provision, but to single
The what? many Chamber members out some points that have implications
may ask. Although some of the for iHong Kong. These affect two
likely effects of the Hartke/Burke Bill areas - our exports to the USA and
have been publicised locally, it has not US investment in Hong Kong.
received much attention in Hong
Kong.
Pote
· nt'ially cr�ppling
This is understandable, since it is a
particularly complex manifestation of
Put in the type of language used by
the US political machine, which out Henry [Ford [I, the Bill, if it became
siders may find difficult to understand law, would cut our exports to the
or appreciate. But it has significance USA possibly by one-third, and it
for Hong Kong - not so much for could virtually cripple existing US
what it is, but for what it represents. investment in Hong Kong and elimin
The !Hartke/Burke Bill is a propos ate the possibility of future investment
ed piece of legislation at present here.
ore the Ways and Means CommitThis puts the effects of the Bill
of the House of Representatives, dramatically but not unrealistically.
and the Finance Committee of the Concerning imports, the Sill's inten
Senate, of the US Congress. It tion is to limit annual imports into the
derives its name from the Congress USA to the same percentage on a
men sponsoring it, Representative country-by-country and item-by-item
James Burke and Senator Vance basis as applied during a base period
Hartke (pronounced, we believe, between 1965 to 1969. The value of
Hart-key). ,Perhaps more important Hong Kong exports to the USA in
ly, it has the active support of one of 1969 ( the latest year of the base
the most powerful political pressure period) was HK$4,428 million (it was
blocs in the world - the US labour less than half this in 1965). Last year
organisations.
it was $5,708 million, and already the
Hartke/Burke is a piece of legisla figure for the first nine months of this
tion covering a wide field. Many of year is running ahead of the equivalent

For all forms of Retirement
Benefits and Group Life
Assurance Schemes
consult:
CiUARDIAN ASSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
2nd Floor, Union House, P.O. Box 94,
Hong Kong. Telephone: H-233061.
You get a great deal from Guardian
4
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7 out of 10 read the Morning Post.
In Hong Kong, 7 out of every 10 readers of Eng}ish�language morning
newspapers read the South China Morning Post. And 50% of those who
read t�e Hongkong·Standard, also read the Post. The Morning Post has
the highest readership, the lowest duplication and the lowest cost per
thousand.�. every advertising dollar goes twice as far.

South China Morning Post
If you want to reach the most, put it in -the Post.

period in 1971, despite the stringent since the loss would not be over
whelming and, as long as the economy
textile quotas.
Hartke/Burke applies to all imports overall held up, those affected could
and it could, on US Uepartment of probably :find alternative employment
Commerce estimates, reduce imports without too much difficulty. What
rall to more than 25 per cent below could harm Hong Kong at this stage
ue 1971 level. iJn particular, imports of its development would be the
from Japan could be reduced by over withdrawal of US technology and
one-third and imports from Common know-how, and the obvious ready
Market countries by over one-quarter. made connection a US company has
As a large expmter to the iUSiA - with its parent in the States, and
relative to our size - it is possible through this access to the US market.
So much for the bad news; is there
that the effects on iHong Kong's trade
would be similar to the effects on any good news? Firstly, it is doubtful
if the Hartke/Burke Bill will ever
Japan's.
become law in its present form. A
SmaII co,nso-lation
hearing
for the Bill was deliberately
The only ray of hope - and it is postponed
durini 1972 in order to
very much the consolation of a man avoid its becommg
too much of an
who loses a ·$100 bill and finds a $10 election issue. ilt could
however get
bill - is that goods already under a hearing some time during
but
quota or voluntary agreement, such as since the Administration 1973,
and
a
textiles, would not be affected.
considerable section of American
While import restrictions are per opinion
against the Bill there is no
haps the most immediate potential guaranteeis that
it would get through
outcome of the Bill for Hong Kong, Congress.
its secondary provisions would put at
a serious disadvantage U:S companies Symbo,lic
This does not however mean that
t have already invested in Hong
Hong Kong may smugly sit
back and
h ng or may consider doing so in the
forget Hartke/Burke. \fo4a sense, the
future.
The provisions that would have this importance of the Bill is symbolic
effect are strictly speaking technicali rather than legislative.
Several pieces
of legislation
ties concerning taxation exemptions,
that may not readily be understood are already pending which echo
except by US businessmen. Nonethe the sentiments of Hartke/Burke to a
less, their implications are clear - it greater or lesser extent. Some of
would no longer be profitable ( or be these - such as the so called Ribicoff
only marginally profitable) for US Bill - are more concerned with the
purely domestic aspects of the issues
companies to operate in Hong Kong.
As far as the Colony is concerned involved, and seek largely domestic
this could lead to some loss of jobs. solutions for them.
But supporters of Hartke/Burke But this is not the major consideration
7

,.
and that principally means the power price advantage over domestic products
ful American Federation of Labour - which leads to loss of sales and
Congress of Industrial Organisations eventually factory redundancy, and
(A'FL-CIO) - say that the alter (b) US companies that expand out
native to Hartke/Burke is not more side the USA do so at the expense of
, dernte but more extreme legislation. expansion within the USA.
rtke/Burke, as they see it, is already
moderate in its demands. It does not Ifs and Buts
prohibit imports, they point out, it
either of these beliefs meaning
merdy controls them to a level they ful?AreFacts
have been marshalled by
believe the domestic market can
accept. Again, it does not vitally those with a vested interest in opposing
to disprove the two
hamper big business, but merely Hartke/Burke
assertions.
Yet
both propositions are
eliminates some of the tax concessions somewhat abstract
it is difficult to
that have encouraged them to expand see how they couldand
be
either proved
outside rather than within the USA.
or
disproved
to
the
satisfaction
of a
'Burke/Hartke doesn't put up walls,
truly
disinterested
observer.
but rather says to foreigners "you may
For instance, any case of re
advance as our industry improves."
dundancy
in a� factory or outright
But the emotionalism of this issue is
so great it'd be very easy to launch closure of that factory will come about
a Buy American Programme and as the result of a complex of
really put up walls,' is how one Union reasons. ilmport,s may be one factor
among these, but it would be hard to
leader sees the perspective.
prove that it is the major factor, or
The real problem
indeed is even a signilficant factor at
What exactly are the issues? Put all. There must always be so many
simply - American jobs, or, as 'ifs' and 'buts' in any case of this
our would say, lack of them. But nature that it is difficult to see where
simple summing up distorts the the truth lies.
Equally, it is a manifast distortion
realities of the situation. Firstly, it
would be misleading to see Hartke/ of logic to assume that because a
Burke as yet another instance of the company operates overseas this in
type of problem Hong Kong en itself prevents it from expanding equal
countered over textile quotas last year. ly at home. The so-called 'multina
Hartke/Burke goes further.
It tional' companies, such as that headed
is concerned not with the problems of by Henry Ford H, have argued precise
an industry, but with the problems of ly the opposite case. They maintain,
US labour as a whole. Unemployment and substantiate their arguments with
during the past year or so has been figures, that the successful multina
high in the USA. The belief has tional company expands at home and
gained ground that American jobs are overseas, and that a factor in its
being lost because (a) imports have a domestic expansion is its. success

. � PatrickWong knows
a lot about connections.

Patrick Is a family man. Spends a lot of his spare time working round
.
the house. Fixing connections. Patrick also makes a lot of good connections
for many of Hong Kong's exporters. Patrick is one of our experts on
international trade. You'll find the most modern banking facilities at all
of our branches. Facilities backed by 1.19 years of world wide banking
experience. You'll also find people like Patrick.
Patrick Wong is one of the people who makes
The Chartered Bank more than just a place to keep
your money safe.
•
.·i· ··.=•', _-.
.:
•

031.

When you visit us. look for our Customer Services
Guide in the orange uniform. She will show
you where to get the service you need.

�.
· · �-•', THE CHARTERED
BANK
!j
You're in safe hands
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overseas. Without the latter the
former may never have taken place,
they say.
The question of the big companies'
overseas operations has been linked
· th a growing demand for · 'tax
,. form'. It is difficult for the non
American to appreciate exactly what
this means, but, as with the jobs issue,
it is a subject that brings forth broad
emotional responses. Almost every
one is in favour of 'reform'. But
where does 'reform' cease to be
'reform' and become mere change?
The overall result has been a general
squaring-off of pressure groups with
labour enthusiastically pressing the
case for Hartke/Burke, and big
business being against it. And this of
course adds yet another dimension to
the picture since this represents in part
the traditional line up of the supporters
of the Democratic and Republican
parties respectively.

s,dney-Daily 10:JO p.m.
twiceon Sundays
Melbourne-�
Wednesday, Sunda, 10:JO p.m.
Brisbane-Friday 10:JO p.m.
Pa1MoresbJ-Wednesday 10:15 p.�.
Suncla, 11:00 p.m.

Chambers say No
The Chamber of Commerce of the
SA is against Hartke/Burke. And
�o is the Amcham in Hong Kong.
Much of the literature produced by the
opposition is however concerned with
the tax angle, and businessmen such
as Henry Ford seem mainly concerned
to preserve the ability of US com
panies to operate on an international
scale. The specific issue of imports
only seems to become important
because of the fear of reprisal against
US exports by powerful importing
nations such as Canada, Japan and
European countries. The
some
American Importers Association has

More flights to more destinations down u·nder than
any other airline, all with convenient arrival times.
And you fly non-stop to Sydney every Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday.
All the way you'll enjoy superb Qantas service.
The kind we've developed through more than
50 years of flying.
See your travel agent or Qantas.

ORNTR5
Australia's round-the-world airline

General Sales Agents:
JARDINES AIRWAYS DEPARTMENT

In association with Air Nev,, Zealand & 8.0.A.C,
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however weighed in with arguments
specifically in favour of maintaining a
reasonable volume of imports. They
point out that they hell? the consum�r
by keeping down prices; both m
themselves, and by limiting the ability
of domestic industry to exploit a non
competitive market. "Feather bed
ding" of domestic industry, it is
thought, would inevitably lead to price
increases, and a severe inflationary
spiral.
Basically, Hartke/Burke is of con
cern to Hong Kong because it is one
more manifestation of a growing trend
towards protectionism on the part_ of
labour in many developed countries.
It is dangerous Jprecisely because it is
being fought on emotional and political
grounds, rather than on logical
grounds. The Bulletin comes back to
a quotation it has used many times in
the recent past, but makes no apology
for repeating, since it was probably
the quotation of 1972 from any visitor
to the Chamber. It was made by an
American, Professor John Lindauer,
and it goes:'It is necessary for SOIJJeone to head
off the direct import restrictions, to
inform the American public and
politicians of the overall insignificance
of imports. They really think they
are quite large. Such information has
not been provided and this annoys me
since Hong Kong, if no one else, has
a vested interest in the American
public's knowing the economic facts of
life regarding imports - that they do
not take American jobs and are not
very important to the American
economy.'
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Another Sell

Briefing

News from the Cham�r ...
and the rest of the-world

S

ALESMANSHIP was the topic of
the leading article in the last issue
of the Bulletin. In the article, the
Chamber emphasised the importance
of selling for Hong Kong and the
need for sales education. The article
did not, however, go into a discussion
of the type of person that is best
suited to be a salesman.
A report
from sales-oriented America gives a
description of the characteristics that
an ideal salesman should possess:How do you pick a good salesman
in a horde of applicants?
A 10-point test for picking poten
tial high-!fliers was recently worked up
by R. G. Povey, marketing vice
president of Sperry Rand in America.
Here they are:
A salesman should be hungry for
recognition and success, Povey told
Nation's Business magazine. Hungry
but not so greedy he'll help himself
at the expense of the company.
He should have initiative, as shown
by his outside activities, his spare
time amusements, his participation in
community activities.
He should have imagination. The
quickest way to see if he has it is to
ask what his goals are for five to 10
years from now. And how is he
planning to reach them? No goals,
no plotted path, equals no imagina
tion.
The good salesman is a team
worker, doesn't blame the company
when he makes a mistake himself.
The prospect should have been a
good student - but not too good.

Phi Beta Kappa, the highest Ameri
can honour a student can receive
doesn't usually make a good sales
man. He's apt to be condescending,
even unconsciously, towards selling.
Buyers feel this.
But he should be a college g -"
duate, as a general rule, if he had
to drop out of school for financial
reasons, the extra experience may
have made up for the lack of scholar
ship. But a drop-out from more than
two schools - look out. He's a
drifter.
A good salesman quite likely work
ed part-time while in school. Give a
big plus for this. "Beware of the guy
who has never had to apply himself."
He should come from a family in
modest circumstances. Such a pros
pect knows he can't call on his
family for help. He has to make
good on his own.
Look for a man who is married
and has one child - single men may
be all right, but the married man with
a family has stronger motivation.
can't walk out when the going gets a
little rough.
A good salesman 'should have held
other, non-selling jobs. That gives
him an insight into sales resistance
and the problems of the man who
doesn't want to buy.
Lastly, he should be a self-starter.
Ask him how he'd go about selling
your line. If he's studied it before
the interview, he will already have
some ideas if he is going to be any
good to you.
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A joint Committee has been set
up by the Federation of Hong Kong
Industries and the Chinese Manu
facturers' Association to study the
uestion of an increase in fire
urance premiums. Mr. Cha Chi
ing, a member of the Chamber's
Industrial Affairs Committee will
represent the Chamber on the joint
Committee.
D The Chamber's next series of
Chinese Language Examinations will
be held at the Chamber offices, 9th
Floor, Union House, on January 21
and 22. The Mandarin · examination
will take place on the afternoon of
January 21 while the Cantonese
examination will be held on Saturday
morning, January 22. An examination
fee of $50 will be charged. Details
of the syllabus and conditions for these
examinations are available from the
Chamber. The person to contact is
Miss Ellen Chan (5-237177, Ext. 31).
D Members are reminded that the
International Trade Department is
ways on hand to assist Members in
e preparation of overseas visits.
Letters of introduction to overseas
Chambers of Commerce which in turn·
lead to business contacts arranged by
these Chambers, information and
statistics on the region or country are
available on request. Businessmen's
travel groups are also arranged by the
Department. A number of these
have been most successful and plans
for 1973 are already being discussed.
Members may be interested to
know of a display of Chinese - orgin
textiles and silks, in the Chamber
J.

□

library. These samples were brought
back by Mr. S. L. Chung, Manager of
the International Trade Department,
during a recent visit to · the Chinese
Export Commodities Fair in Kwang
chow. They represent the up-and
coming look for textiles now being
manufactured in China. They show
that textiles and silk are coming out in
new designs and patterns as well as in
a variety of colours. Some 390
sample cuttings of various quality
i.e. pure cotton, polyester/cotton, silk,
rayon, and silk/rayon are now on
display and Members may at any time
during business hours inspect them.
D Mr. Y. Nishikawa, Manager of
the Japan Trade Centre was guest
speaker at a talk organised by the
Japan, Taiwan and Korea Area
Committee on November 28. Mr.
Nishikawa spoke on the role of the
Japan Trade Centre and made obser
vations on the Japanese market.
D The TDC has recently sent The
Bulletin a fashion report from New
York and Paris. In New York the
look of the Year is the Shirt-tent
dresses, blousons, chemises and even
as a jacket. There's the cowboy shirt
and a bareback halter shirt. The suit
is also making a comeback. In Paris,
for the Ready-To-Wear Spring Show,
there is the Peasant Look, the Tennis
Look, even the Decadent Look. The
report goes on to talk about the 'Zero
Population Growth' and how this will
affect sales of garments in the US.
Copies of the report can be obtained
from Mr. F. M. Castro, Assistant
Manager of the Chamber's Interna
tional Trade Department.
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So he said to me . . .
Quotes of the year

r

Now this is

1

We've a-called
da syndicate togethev
tod�y, to listen-a to
Yn'f honoured friend-ia

good

for a free trip
on the KMB ... /

here , da man known-a most
of youse simply as-a
da Godfather.'

1
\

we.s hoping

that Alan Stewart
would foot
the bill ... '

' That's correct, ten to one
on Nigel Rigg as Chairman
riext year, twenty-five to
one, Henry keswick, fourto five Ggainst Peter Foxon .. .'

Chamber Crossword

O

NCE again we have produced a
Chamber crossword to help keep
your intellect in trim during the
Christmas holidays. A number of the
answers have a local and particularly a
Chamber association. The compiler
of these crosswords reports how
ever that each succeeding year
he finds
difficult to fit in

,.

Chamber references without repeating
himself. He also wonders whether
this particularly British sport of cross
words is understood by some recipients
of The Bulletin. Like most sports,
if you don't know the rules, y I)
will be lost. Along with the solutio ,
to be published in January, he will
therefore give a commentary.

1)
', J)
9)
11)
12)

13)
1 4)
15)
17)
18)
19)
LO)
21 )
22)
25)
27)
29)
30)
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ACROSS

DOWN
Where the advantages of a
devaluation all too often end up!
(9-6)
Good health, robust constitution
gives you a vital pulsation (5)
Only half a bar-girl? (7)
Rub again (7)
Re-arrange the links in the
chain to read the Middle
Kingdom (5)
Existential Earl is all mixed-up
(4)
Or what officialdom euphemis
tically calls a disturbance ( 4)
Scandinavian cheers ( 4)
Used by the drawers of water,
despite a sound association with
wood (5)
The next station has a market
(3-2)
Convenient abbreviation when
you've run out of examples! (3)
Located hat with no head (2)
Grist to the mill with one for
the river (6)
Will the real Mr. Weatherite
please stand up? (5-2)
Thorn moves towards a pole
(5)
Alter! Alter! and postpone! (5)
May be seen initially at Kwai
Chung (3)
Vulgar bazaars in Europe?
(6-7)

1) Explain Legco proceedings? (9)
2)

He chases Lap Sap Chung
around the harbour ( 4-9)

3)

Continues stealing from
PWD (6)

4)

Periodical showing of initiative
by the TDC ( 10)

5)

For putting out fires on the
Concorde? ( 10-3)

6)

Note to Americans! You
pronounce it with double Z, not
w. (7)

7)

Go tally blue chip switches, as
everyone wants a quotation
( 4-3-2-6)

10)

A resigned commandant advises
H.E. in brief ( 4)

15)

In the Spa, temperature in
creases the flow of water (5)

16)

A learner in the shire spins
with delight (6)

18)

A tram joins the Navy (5)

21 )

Prescribed by the Doctor to
mitigate mother's ruin (5)

23)

Scotland's principal export especially to Hong Kong (5)

24)

Calm minced bivalve (4)

26)

Drunken Scotsman
Chinese name (3)

28)

A great horned beast jumps out
of the whelk (3)

with

the

a
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Safety - It's a Big Yawn

All In the Family

T

HE Chamber's Membership De
partment has been intensifying
its drive for new members over the
past year - and the drive has been
highly successful.
At the end of November, the
Chamber's membership stood at 2091.
This is 281 more than at the same
time in 1970.
Importer/exporter
members still accounted for the
majority of the membership ( 62. 7 per
cent of the total), but the proportion
has decreased from ,65.3 per cent in
1970.
Manufacturers increase

The drop in the percentage share
of this group of members is attributed
by the Membership Department to
the increase in subscription which hit
the smaller import/ export firms the
hardest.
Manufacturer members, on the
other hand, now account for over 2 7
per cent of the Chamber membership,
an increase of over one per cent
compared with October 1970. More
manufacturers are today involved with
their own exporting, which means that
they have increased use for the
Chamber's services in promoting trade
via the International Trade Depart
ment's trade enquiries, area commit
tees and general trade information
facilities.
As Hong Kong becomes increas
ingly the centre of business activity
for the Far East, The Pacific and
South East Asia, more commercial
service and transportation companies
are opening branches and offices in

,;

the Colony. The increase in mem
bership from this sector in the past
two years reflects this trend.
On the other hand, many long
established Hong Kong companies in
services and transport category h
also joined recently. W. S. Ch 11,
Assistant Secretary· - Membership,
feels that this increase may be due
to the fact that the Chamber's
services have been expanded and
broadened through the work of new
committees, etc., which means that
the Chamber is taking a more active
role as a spokesman, not only for
the purely trading sector of the
community, but for the business
community as a whole.
The rise in the number of com
panies in the miscellaneous category
is attributed to similar reasons. The
type of companies which fall into this
group include security firms, depart
ment stores, go-downs, hotels and
construction companies.
The Professionals

The only category which has sho J
a small decrease in actual number is
the professional group, which include
doctors, solicitors, accountants, etc.
for whom, it is recognised that the
Chamber has few services to offer.
At the same time, by continuing
contacts with members through new
member visits to the Chamber, area
functions, business travel groups, the
Department has kept in touch with
the established membership, without,
the Chamber hopes, becoming too
depersonalised.
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accident prevention - and
that is what industrial safety
is all about, - as in other spheres of
industrial activity, management must
take the lead." This statement is
m a speech given by Mr. A. H.
',_ ...rter, Industrial Safety Training
Officer of the Labour Department.
Somewhat frustratingly, it would
appear that talking about manage
ment's role in industrial safety is a
prime requirement. He admits he has
made little headway with manage
ment and with getting them to do
something concrete.
The third floor of the Government's
Canton Road Offices is devoted entire
ly to the free training of the public in
industrial safety. Unfortunately, little
use is made of it. The technical
library, a film library, a display of
protective equipment which ranges
from respirators to footwear and 14
pieces of demonstration machinery,
lecture rooms and an able, although
small, staff of training officers are at
the disposal of the public. Mr. Carter
t=
is always on hand to answer
uiries but this free information is
largely ignored.
Unplanned

For the layman, it would seem that
fatal accidents are few and far be
tween. After all, in this modern day
and age, what sort of machinery and
what sort of conditions is necessary for
an accident to happen?
No accident, industrial or other
wise, is planned. Mr. Carter prefers
to define industrial accidents as "un-

planned occurrences · or events during
the course of industrial operations."
Then how does one go about
preventing· something, that, until it
actually happens, does not exist and
is not planned? One way to do this
is to minimise the risks.
As the figures sho•W
"Industry is not a playground. But
accidents occur in both, the more
fatal being industrial ones." Up to
October this year, there were 14,500
reported accidents.
A projected
figure for the whole of 1972 brings
the total past the number for 197020,927 reported accidents. Of this
figure 13 9 prov�d fatal. This year
,( up to October) has seen just over 90
fatal accidents. With any luck, the
figure for the whole of 1972 may not
be more than the figure for the pre
vious year.
What of the non-reportable acci
dents? In 1970, 118 workers were
killed and 12,575 accidents involving
bodily injury to workers were reported
to the Labour Department. It is be
lieved a more accurate figure for the
actual number of accidentf which took
place in industrial undertakings would
be 70,000.
These figures are frightening when
one considers that these are industrial
accidents and do not account for what
is termed 'occupational hazards'. And
yet employers, the real culprits, seem
totally blind to all the glaring news
paper headlines warning of danger
and death in their midst.
Management often regards the
problems of industrial safety as a
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Pick of the Press
Reprinted from The Wall Street Journal
Pollution In China
matter for the insurance companies
rather than themselves. Mr. Carter has
often heard management say, "Well,
no need to worry, we're insured."
Insurance pays compensation but
does not pay for the 'hidden costs' damage to plant and equipment, raw
materials, finished and semi-finished
products; the training of replacement
personnel; 'loss of production', upset
of the working rhythm, (particularly to
those workers near the scene of the
accidents); the lost time of the workers
who stop to help or from curiosity or
sympathy; the loss of useful time by
company officials who are involved in
assisting the injured; doctors, nurses;
rehabilitation; investigating the acci
dent and so on.
Mr. Carter's staff will give lectures
and
demonstrations
at factory
premises, but despite these attempts at
assisting the businessman, only 0.8 per
cent of over 20,000 registered and
recorded industrial undertakings in
Hong Kong, a mere 166, actually took
advantage of the courses. fo other
words, 99.2 per cent of the known
factories have totally ignored free
training courses.

accidents. This 'opening of eyes' can
be done by a trained safety officer on
the premises, preferably a foreman or
a supervisor, who will advise manage
ment on steps to take to avoid
accidents and will train staff to kee
look-out for anything that could res
in fatal injury. Management must
also allow him to implement his plans
to create a safer working atmosphere.
The labour force,
Hong Kong is now a high-powered
industrial region and much of its
growth and the profits that it has
reaped are due to its labour force. lin
dustry must protect them. And it
doesn't cost much, as Mr. Carter will
tell you. Call him at 3-661438 or
visit the Industrial Safety Training
Centre. If nothing else interests
management, maybe the Black
Museum, containing faulty equipment
which has caused fatal accidents, will.

A,pathy
Apathy is the obstacle to attempts
made by Mr. Carter and his men to
break through to management. With
out management takip.g the lead, there
can be n9, final relief from industrial
dangers.
The Department now attempts to
make employers and employees aware
of situations that could lead to
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T has been pointed out in previous Plant, where he works, could be
articles in the Bulletin that Hong carried out in a teacup.
Actually, he would probably prefer
Kong's pollution problems while seri
ous are limited because the Colony to turn the waste into a teacup - or
does not have any heavy industries- something else useful - to help pre
the other hand, litter, garbage, vent pollution.
automobile fumes and so forth are
"If that waste flows into the river,
major contributors. The ultimate it's harmful to the fish and to the
results of the Clean Hong Kong Cam people's health," says Mr. Li, an
paign, which is now in its second official of the plant. "The factory
'active' month have yet to be assessed, isn't just producing products for the
but it would not be premature to say people. We also take the people's
that Hong Kong is definitely becoming health into consideration."
cleaner. The Bulletin will have more Own methods
to say about the Campaign in a future
Such views are common in China
issue.
The Colony's big neighbour, China, now, and it takes a Western visitor
is also concerned about pollution. little time to disc;over that the Chinese
But unlike Hong Kong, China's pro are worried about industrial pollution
blems are due primarily to heavy in and are determined to do something
dustry. While the seriousness of about it. And indications are that
China's ecological worries does not they are making at least some pro
approach anywhere near the level of gress by using Chinese d e v i s e d
methods.
those of the major countries in the
"The pollution problem is very
1
West or Japan - since China is not much a concern of the Chinese
as industrialised, nor is the country government authorities, "says Liu
n agued by such problems as auto- Mung-chu, a member of the chemical
•. bile pollution, etc. - China is industry delegation to the recent
taking active measures to ensure that Chinese export-commodities fair in
its pollution never does reach that Kwangchow , (Canton). "Whenever
level. China's major plan of attack we design a plant, the first important
against industrial pollution is some thing for the authorities to consider
what different from the plans of other is the welfare of the people."
countries, but could be a lesson to
As one means of preventing pollu
us. In this article, William D. Hart tion, the Chinese are making haste to
ley describes China's homegrown ap turn waste into all kinds of usable
proach - making multiple use of goods. Here in Kiangmen, for in
industrial wastes:stance, the factory where Mr. Li
Kiangmen, China - If Li Yung works produces everything from al
sheng had his way, all the waste from cohol to cement to dry ice to growth
the Kiangmen Sugarcane Chemical hormones-all from the waste created
1
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in making sugar. From the cane
scrap, it makes paper. And from the
waste created in making paper, it
produces crude steel in a small blast
furnace.
While the Chinese are as concerned
, _,out pollution as is any ecologist in
the West, they do have one big ad
vantage: The pollution here hasn't
reached the advanced stage that it
has in some countries like the U.S.
As a matter of fact, Mr. Liu says
Western visitors often remark on the
freshness of the air here. China's air
is cleaner partly because such major
polluting industries as chemicals and
oil refining aren't yet fully developed.
Another reason is the Chinese policy
of spreading industry around the
country instead of concentrating it in
major urban areas.

Clean
Hong
Kong

Smog and Politics
But that doesn't mean there isn't a
problem here. From the top of the
1,400 year-old Six Banyan Pagoda in
Kwangchow viewers can see smoke
nouring into the sky from a group of
tories on the outskirts of the
metropolis, which has a population
of about three million persons. The
smog settles around the low buildings
and creeps around the twin spires of
an old Catholic church. Western
visitors to industrial Shanghai say the
smog is intense there as well. China's
pollution, of course, is industrial;
there aren't enough autos here to
cause a real problem.
Western businessmen attending the
fall trade fair in Kwangchow quickly
became aware of Chinese interest in

:•:e

1PJ1.-.

•R
ili
mie.
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pollution. "They talk about it all
the time," says one American, who
thinks that the Chinese are interested
in buying U.S. proprietary knowledge
in the field of pollution control.
A system for treating effluent was
pushed at the fair by IOI Australia
Ltd. which is 64 per cent owned by
Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd. of
the U .K. "When we started talking,"
an ICI official says, "a senior man was
called over to hear the pitch."
For public consumption, the Chinese
play down their interest in forei�n
pollution-control technology. Mr. Lm
at first says his chemical delegation
hasn't become involved in such deal
ings, but then he_..adds: "If American
traders w·ould like to introduce their
products for pollution control, we're
willing to listen to them."
For the time being, however, efforts
to control pollution apparently will be
One reason is that
homegrown.
pollution has become mixed with
politics. According to a line endlessly
repeated here, the discredited former
president, Uu Shao-chi, emphasized
the use of foreign pollution-control
methods and equipment "" and made
profit a dominant motive of industry.
As a result, the line goes, waste
accumulated. Now that Mr. Liu has
been forced out by Communist Party
Chairman Mao Tse-tung, things have
changed. Chairman Mao is pressing
indigenous effort and "production
according to the needs and health of
the people," one Chinese says.
Regardless of the political theory,
in at least some show factories the
Chinese do seem to be making
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The world's
largest shipping concern

progress against pollution with their
own methods. Many exhibits at the
Kwangchow fair pushed the idea of
multipurpose use of waste to prevent
pollution.
ne exhibit demonstrated how a
t-_...,tals plant in Shanghai extracts rare
earths from slag; rare earths are metals
that generally exist only in minute
amounts with other elements. Waste
used to wash coal at the Chiaho col
liery northwest of Shanghai formerly
was dumped into a nearby river, one
Chinese technician says. Now it is
accumulated and coal dust is retrieved.
Roughly the same procedure is
followed at a steelworks in Hunan
Province, explains Wang Chi-chi, a
worker there. Smoke and dust from the
iron-ore sintering process are piped
through water; thus, the solid parts
don't get into the air and can also be
recovered.
To illustrate the fight against
pollution, large signs appeared at the
fair above a replica of the Northeast
General
Pharmaceutical
Factory,
•·-�ich is in Senyang. They contained
!l1 slogans as "a battle against acid
menace" and "change the wastes into
treasures and turn the harmful into
beneficial." The factory produces 51
basic products, says 30 year-old Wang
Fei-jie, who works in the laboratory
there. But it has found an incredible
132 by-products in the waste. Among
these are fertilizer and a variety of
chemicals and herbicides.
Of course, preventing pollution
isn't the only reason for China's multi
purpose use of waste. Such techniques
help stretch the nation's limited

General Agents in H�ng Kong; Mackinnon, Mackenzie & C-0 of Hong Kong Ltd., incorporating
.
_
Maokinnons Sh1pp1ng Department (H-232011), Mack1nnons Crew Department {H-232011),
Mackinnons Travel (H-227047), Mackinnons Trading (H-232011), Mack1nnons Godown Co., ·Ltd.· (H· 232011).
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resources to their fullest rather than
let anything go to waste. And
China does have an abundance of one
thing, and that's manpower, which
can be put to use extracting every
thing possible from what the West
would dispose of.
Sho,wpiece
1It would be hard to match the
diversity of the sugarcane chemical
plant here in Kiangmen, about 65
miles southwest of Kwangchow. This
is a city of 130,000 persons with an
agricultural commune of 30,000 on
its outskirts. The city has about 100
factories, some of which could learn
a lesson in pollution control from the
sugarcane plant. 1\ visitor driving into
the area tfirst notes the dense, black
smoke billowing from a few smoke
stacks of the plants, which produce
chemicals, paper, soap, matches, glass
and small boats.
1It should be noted that the sugar
cane plant was selected by Chinese
officials for a foreign visitor to see.
Obviously, it is a showpiece of pol
lution control. Still, its experience
illustrates what the nation:.S industries
are trying to do, especially those with
the greatest pollution potential.
The plant employs 3,500 workers,
about four-fifths of whom live in red
brick dormitories that make the
place look remarkably like a college
campus. Strolling along tree-lined
walks are couples nibbling on Pop
sicle-like ice sticks. Next to one
dormitory is parked a 1937 light
green Mercury - still alive, although
factory workers say it needs constant
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repair.
Through the dorm windows
can be glimpsed, along with the in
evitable picture of Chairman Mao,
bulletin boards pinned with snap
shots. The only things detracting
from the campus-like atmosphere
are chickens running loose. Each is
marked with a swath of paint as a
kind of brand.
The factory, spread along one
bank of the Peng River, is a
ramshackle collection of bamboo
supported, thatch-roofed huts and
shoddily built and concrete buildings.
Chinese factory hands like to boast
what a short time such-and-such a
facility was built in; often the
buildings show it. But trees are
everywhere. And fingers of the
agricultural commune extending onto
the factory premises are planted with
crops. There are grass plots where
ever space can be found amidst the
buildings and immense piles of raw
materials. "Trees also are beneficial
to the surroundings of the people."
says 41-year-old Mr. Li, the factory
official.
Actually, Mr. Li is called a "res
ponsible member" of the factory a characterization the Chinese prefer
to 'official'. A long talk with Mr.
Li, however, leaves the impression
that he is just a bit more responsible
than the others. He says the plant's
technological process is complicated
because of the many different goods
the factory turns out.
Mainly the plant is supposed to
make sugar out of cane harvested
from nearby tfields and to make

coarse paper products from cane
scrap. But over the years, the pro
duct list has increased - and the
waste has decreased. For example,
there is a syrup that results from
making sugar, and this is ferme 1
to produce alcohol, Mr. Li explar ...
Carbon dioxide from this process is
captured and chilled into dry ice.
What remains then of the syrup can
be used for animal fodder, or a
growth hormone can be extracted.
There's more, the workers who
run the factory proudly state. There
is lime content from sugar making
that is extracted for cement. Cinders
from the coal-burning power station
are compressed into brick.
Long way to go
Of course, many of these methods
of eliminating waste wouldn't be
considered in a cost-conscious Wes
tern factory. For example, mag
nesium sulphate, or epsom salts, is
used in papermaking. 1But instead
of just acquiring it from another
plant, workers here dig up a sulph
ore and extract it from that.
Mr. Li and the others are the first
to admit that they still have a way
to go. For instance, they collect
only 60 per cent of the pollutants
that come from the powerhouse
chimney.
But the group is hardly dishear
tened. "In our view, there isn't
any limitation," Mr. iLi says. "From
this waste we can make new pro
ducts, and from making new products
we learn new ways to make further
new products."
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Hong Kong is•a place ot contrasts, none more apparent than that between traditional junk and modern cargo ship.
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We're different because we are the only
international bank with headquarter§. in
Hong Kong. We've been here for over a
hundred years and today play an important
part in the development and trade of the·
region. Our wide financial experience
enables us to help you in many ways.
Simply write or call if you need any
information. Although we're based in the
Far East you'll find we have an office or.
THE HONGKONG BANK CROUP a representative near you.

The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation: Head Office, 1 Queen's Road Central, Hong Kong.

Mercantile Bank Limited;- The British Bank of the Middle East; The Hongkong Bank of Califomia; Hongkong finance Limited, Sydney;
Hang Seng Bank Limited, .H�ng Kong: British Acceptance Corporation Limited, Vancouver.
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